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ABSTRACT
Under colonialism whites use race and gender, two inseparable qualifiers, to access their privilege of power in the imperial hierarchy and legitimize their actions in the alien land. They have preserved their own position as patriarch and masters in the center and the natives as inferior and servants in the margin. A deep sense of commitment and social responsibility towards those oppressed by society marks Doris Lessing’s fiction about colonial Africa. The Grass is Singing contains the theme of violence and struggle as transference of frustration reflected in white women’s victimization of their servants as revenge for their own demoralization in a world dominated by men. The novel is a psychological exploration of the colonizers and the colonized. This is one of the first novels to treat the theme of gender and sexuality especially sexuality across racial lines. The novel not only captures the sordid plight of the blacks, but it also makes explicit the depressing condition of those poor white section of the colonizer who lack the means to survive like the powerful whites.
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